
“OUT  BEYOND  IDEAS  OF  WRONGDOING  AND

RIGHT  DOING ,  THERE  IS  A  FIELD .  I ’LL  MEET

YOU  THERE . ”  –  RUMI

COLORS OF
ONENESS
 WITH  CYNTHIA  ZEKI

 

 

12th-14th June, 2020

Eastern Daylight Time

ULTIMATE  RETREAT  EXPERIENCES

Online
Online



COLORS OF
ONENESS

We will meet in the field of Oneness, the energetic space that

completely transcends the limitations and polarity of mind

consciousness and the conditionality of the heart. 

 

Oneness is a place of calm, peace, openness and Truth. Using

Color Energy to explore and feel Oneness, you will  release

old beliefs and experiences that stop you from living fully in

your Truth; get new clarity in your relationships so you can

easily support and be supported by others, and get new

insights into your gifts and how to share them.

 

You will be infused with the energy of the Colors of Oneness

so that you can experience the quieting of your ruminating

mind -- no more regret or triggers from the past, no more

worry about the future, just calmness and openness in the

present. You will feel the Truth of who you are in every part of

your body, so you will trust your intuitive guidance and

wisdom completely. By the end of the retreat you will have a

uniquely confident, joyful and peaceful way to live

compassionately in this new world.

our schedule
Friday  8th May

5.30pm       Let's all get together for an informal dinner, so that we can

meet each other and unwind. 

Then getting to know you!  What do you want to share

about you? Do colors have a special magic for you? What is

your favorite color? Do you have a special memory that

reminds you of this color? 

We will finish the evening with a meditation where you

can feel the energy and qualities of all the  Colors of

Oneness. After the meditation you will feel relaxed for the

rest of your evening, and wake up refreshed the next

morning.



This online Ultimate Retreat Experience is for women who want to stay connected,

who love and miss seeing their friends, but are also looking to explore  new ways to

know themselves and relate to others that this time at home provides.

 

Over this weekend you will feel connected to other women during this time of

staying at home, you will experience a retreat feel from the comfort of your own

home and you will leave end the weekend with a beautiful and calming experience.
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Saturday 9th May

Breakfast and chat 

 

For each  Color of Oneness you will be infused with the energy of the Color 

and its quality.  Then you will see a beautiful slideshow (with music!) that

will help you to feel the color and the wisdom and guidance it contains for

you. You can journal to explore this experience, then share your

experiences with each other.  We will do this for all the Colors of Oneness.

The Colors of Oneness for Saturday morning are Violet - Release and  Pink -

Belonging, so you can declutter  yourself physically, mentally and spiritually

so your truth can shine through!

 

Lunch

 

The Colors  of Oneness and their qualities for Saturday afternoon are Blue  -

Centering and Green -Alignment so you can feel your beautiful Truth

always, and return to it when times are hard,

 

Let's finish the day with an online shared dinner.

Sunday 10th May
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5.00      

Breakfast and chat - Did you dream in Color?  Do you notice any changes in

the way you feel? Anything you'd like to share with the group?

 

The Colors of Oneness and their qualities for Sunday morning are Golden

Ruby - Communication and Golden White - Connection, so you can easily

and authentically connect with others to deepen your relationships.

 

Lunch

 

The Colors of Oneness and their qualitiess  are Yellow White - Peace and

Crystal Blue - Joy , so that no matter what,  you'll find calm and beauty.

 

The closing of the retreat will complete and celebrate the process of this

weekend online Ultimate Retreat Experience



WHO IS
CYNTHIA?

Meet Radzy Cassidy who

will be joining us from

Delhi India with her very

special brand of 

Over this weekend you will

feel connected to other

women during this time of

staying at home, you will

experience a retreat feel from

the comfort of your own home

and you will leave end the

weeknd with some practical

methods of reducing stress

levels, plans for the future

Meet Radzy

www.

Cynthia Zeki, Ph.D., RMT is a healer, teacher, and

mentor who works in the transcendent energy of

Oneness, a place of calm, beauty, non-judgment and

joy. 

 

She helps highly sensitive/empathic women release

their old patterns and uncover the beautiful truth of

who they are so they can live in Oneness and live

confidently, comfortably, and joyfully in their Truth. 

 

After Cynthia earned her Ph.D., she taught in colleges

in Asia and the US. After a stress-induced illness, she

explored natural ways to heal and transform. She

became a massage therapist, started a vegan food

business, and studied and practiced many spiritual

teachings. and many different healing methods,

including Akashic Record Reading, Henry Reed’s

Intuitive Heart Discovery Process, Drunvelo

Melchizedek’s Awakening the Illuminated Heart, and

Regeneration Therapy. She is a Reiki Master Teacher

and 12 Rays of the Archlight Master. She has been in

practice for twenty years, giving healings, teaching

workshops, and leading retreats throughout the US

and the Caribbean. 

 

A few years ago Cynthia realized that much of what

she was practicing was complicated, and didn't reflect

the simple and elegant truth of Oneness, which is in

every cell of our bodies, not just our hearts or our

conscious minds. She explored ways to live, heal and

teach in this Oneness, and discovered that the

energetic qualities of Oneness had colors that could

be experienced by everyone. She began to heal and

teach in this space, so everyone she works with can

joyfully embrace all of life with presence, openness

and wonder, just as she does.

 

 She lives with her husband on the Caribbean island of

St. Thomas, USVI where they own a metaphysical and

fair trade gift shop called Mystic by the Sea. She is

grateful to live in America’s Paradise, where every day

feels like she’s on a retreat!



THE FINAL
DETAILS

On Friday evening when we first meet

experience a feeling of inclusion and

part of something special. Feel part of

something bigger and not just who you

are in your world right now.

 

Over the three days you will experience

discussions and workshops with Cynthia

which will reconnect you to who you are

and complete some of that puzzle that

you have been looking for. You will walk

away feeling a little more whole and an

ability to move through your life with

ease and grace.

 

You will receive all of the information

once registered on how to access the

retreat and anything you will need.

 

ALL THE INFORMATION
Friday 12th to  Sunday 14th,  june 2020

5.30pm start to 5.00pm Finish
20 places only ~ Cost: $247usd / $397 AUD

You will be charged in AUD

Any questions email  liesel@ultimateretreatexperiences.com

Register HERE
Terms and Conditions - there are no refunds on this payment for colors of oneness.

Payment can be transferred to another online retreat experience
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http://cynthiazeki.paperform.co/
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